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Dear Judy and 4im, 
I was so glad to hear from you last night and my mind then was so much on other 

matters I completely forgot something I'd intended writing 'Jim about. Of course I was 
also pleased that you found the affidavit to be of worth. 

When you phoned I was in the middle of a delicate letter to a psychiatrist who bas 
an interest in the CIA's records on their mind-bending work, hopefully of the past. I 
bed hoped to meet this man this week but as when I was down there in June developments 
forced me to end my trip to the west coast at mid-point: the other people I hoped to see 
had to be away. I was on to this nefarious species of "patriotism" years ago because of 
a secret Warren Commission record I obtained. Then it tutned out that the man who was 
killed, perhaps the first known of those killed in these experiments, was a local man 
whose older son I knew when he was in high school. So, because it Deems to have some 
relationship to the major thrust of my work I decided to obtain all that I could not 
for my own present writing but to leave as an archive for the future, available to all. 
But it is coatingl I have thousands of pages already and have given others access to 
them. Those I think will not draw crazy conclusions. But at the time the financial drain 
got to be too heavy the CIA started to stonewall and withhold these records. I can't 
press them to live within the law until I can pay the charges for the copies, about $2,000 
for what I do not have. So, when you called, I was asking the doctor to whom I've paoken 
but have never met, the one to wham I've given copies of all I've received, if se he would 
advance the cost of my getting the copies so I could copy them before sending than on to 
him instead of the other way around as it has been to now. It was, for me at least, a 
delicate matter and my mind was much on it when the phone rang. 

One of the things I'd planned for when 1 was there in June and was not able to get 
to because I went to New York was to try to find and speak to Dr. Tom Shires to see if 
he would give me a simple affidavit to hoe in this case. Lt is about this that I'd intended 
to write supersalesman Jim:. 

I'll explain, beginning with the suggestion that you read the excerpt from his 
deposition I have on p. 174 of Whitewash. 

Dr. Shires was chief of surgery bbt he was at a medical meeting, I think in Galveston. 
he was rushed beck and although he was not in on the Connally surgery, at least not at the 
outset, ha was the doctor in charge of Connally's cane and recovery. Specter deposed him 
in Dallas. I believe that because Specter did not like what Dr. Shires was really saying 
he saw to it that Dr. Shires was not called before the Commission members. One of the 
things Specter did not like is this quote from Shires' testimony. I believe there is more 
and that Specter did not find it possible to turn Shires around, as when Shires expressed 
confidence in Connally's awareness when Connally recounted what he recalled. Connally's 
recollections counter the deport's conclusions. 

So, at the least or mininu, an affidavit from Shires stating what this excerpt from 
his testimony states, would be helpful in this case beeause from the official account of 
the crime that fragment in Connally's chest, mentioned nowhere in the Report or anywhere 
else in the 26 volumes, has to have come from Bullet 399. This bears very hard on the 
testing and oomperisons of teat results the reports of which I seek in this Freedom of 
Information suit, again not for my writing because I'll not have time to write more on 
that aspect but to make available to all the people, free, and in the interest of estab- 
lishing truth and fact. 

I believe Dr. Shires may know more and I am more of the belief that from his professional 
experience he may have opinions that should weight heavily before an honest court. One is 
whether or not there were or could or should have been other fragments that were lost either 
as the bullet left the chest or in cleansing the wound. My interest here is in presenting 
to the court evidence or weight lose by j'ullet 399. And in this connection any estimate 
Shires can now provide of either the size or the weight of the fragment he saw in the X-rays. 
Here, whether or not for him, you may want to go over again what I have in Post Mortem 
in the Commission efforts to avoid the significance of the fragment in Connally's thigh 



by seeing to it that they had Aer aye without rarkland's honest interpretation of thene 

1 don't know if Shires has or had records that would show what I'm interested in learning 

and presenting to the court. Specter cut all of that off and out of the record. 

So, and now I have to rush having had a call from a student who is coming for help, 

I'd like in to ask Shires, if he is still there, if he Jo wiling to provide an affidavit 

that can be as simple as this excerpt from his testimony and if there is more that he 

knows that can be relevant to the amount of metal in that or (Aber weuads because this 

relates very much not only to the tests that were required but to motive in withholding 

them when I've been trying to get they fur more Fula 12 years. 

If he is unwilling to talk let me know, don t push him. I'll see if I can get someone 

ales to put in a Food word and then try ageine 
I've heard nothing from Buddy Walthers' or Alan Sweatt's widows so I suppose that 

on their own they are reluctant to get involvee. Lather latter wake retuned so ' know 

they were received. I also know I had the correct addresses. 
I've also tried, through soeeone I alto did not have tine to look up, that Judge 

''aeon's newer wife has Alert records he had and the eon did not and could not get them. 
The non is a lawyer ann is known to this other friend, who die speak to hie. 

If there had been time I had wants to speak to Drs. k;regory and Jenkins. Jenkins 

did speak to friends anct associates and his family at the time of to crime. If f can 

get down there again and not be interrupted perhaps I can make efforts with them. The 

time merry and Canoe epoee to ate I ran out of time aad money. 

I will probably be interrupted in the coral I'm taelne en °leer end rove exeerieneed 

person's liberty in addressing to those two beautiful and promising young women you have 

down there who have cede decisiens abcut continuing their forcel edueation so reminiscent 

of my own experience and my own errors when I was their age. It was a little different 
with me breallat that woe in the Crest Deere-sr:len days, my father had died, end I had to 
help the family as the only son and the oldest child. I did not finish college. There 
were titles when I could have done this at night but I failed to do it. Later, efter 

World ta. II, I did try and it was not possible. I've regretted it much. 

In me on once I will not cut these fine evens ladies on by nrereprosenting to them. 

I do not believe that if I had obtained my degree it would have made any difference in 
my earning capacity. I else will not misrepresent to them and tell them it would have 

nrepared me for what I am not prepared for. r that 1  can atttibute any penny I've ever 
earned to what I did learn in eel:Lege. There''oxe other reasons that for rest eeopIe, 

especially women, a collage degree is in today's world a minimum need. I do not know what 
if anythin you have told them but I hopo, even if I repeat, that they will consider 
what I suggest to them. 

The modern world is one in which thosa 	their age who do not have doubts and are not 

troubled have to have something, strong with them. The world is not as it should be. The 

arobleme their g wratton faces should not exist. If yeer glees wore eithout doubts and 

troubles there would be eomething wrong with them. If they have doubts and are troubled 

it is a goad sizn, a eign that whether or net thee have been eble to put it n11 together, 

eiven their as yet limit,d exp:rinnce with life as it is, they cannot accept what really 

is not acceptable tc ,Tool? people. The worre I have is that boned on what tecy may not 

recognize as experience that is too limited they may make wrong decieienn, as I did, and. 

cone to regret them later and find, a.: I did, that it then is not possible to rectify them. 
Faced with decisions it may appear easier to them to quit school and go to work and 

expdct that marriase and a fwile ere hot ear area_:. If this fa the news cad if they have 

long andhappy marriages and never work outside the home there is a better than good chance 

that in tire they will mien not having completed college, mist rhat one lenrns it collage, 

most people tee place else, and that their children in turn will be limited by what they 

cannot impart to the children not having acquired it themselves. 

However, the marriages that do not survive have come to be a Large port of all 

marriages. When this hap ens the women are only too often at a great disadvantage in 

making their own ways and starting new lives. If they have children this is greatly - 
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magnified because in virtually all cases the responmibility for t e children falls an 
woman. Even if they are fortunate and do not have finencial burdens, which is not true 
in most cases, it is extremely difficult for llama then. i t is much mare neffieult if 
they are not prepared to follow careers that in and of theeeelvee are rewording and  can 
Produce a good income. 

Another consequence of women not being well prepared for independence ie that the 
time can come when they want to be independent or are forced to tr' to be and are not 
able to be. Tinder such conditions a college degree is virtually a minimum today, what 
a high—ncnoel education was four or five decades ago. Those who can ciAce good living:; 
today and have acme security in it and do not have geed formal educations are a mail 
and exceptional minority of those who have special talents and have learned to use them. 
In ouch canes it is generelly after soee consnderable difficulty. 4 t deem not often come 
either spontaneously or eerily. 

1 have known many women whose lives were eucdely empty when their children geer 
up and left home and started lives of their own. The husband was working all day and 
aside from keeping toe house there was litele for teem to do. They were not prepared 
for assuming worthwhile enployment, work they find interesting. I have also know those 
eho wore virtually reborn when they no longer had the responsibility for their growing 
children and, weth seep happy marriage., found worthwhile ways cf eponeing their days 
in useful Jobe. To avoid the emptineee that con come preparation at a younger aer is 
really neoessary. It is not wney as none of our friends are doing, going back to college 
with children or after the children are grown, especielly if the marriage has broken. We 
are having dinner tonight with friends where the woman has only reeently completed 
college and is no* in graduate school. With three kids it has been and is rough on 
her. Another friend who is an exceptional man has found it possible to shift his work to 
nights so that when the third child, an infant, is old enough hie wife can return to college 
for the year hero degree requires. But this will not be nearly ae oaeyfor her as if she 
h d delayed the first child for that year. 

Aside from the many practical consinerations which have universal application among 
those suited for college am! without andther skill, like say a legal secretary, there 
is the broadening of the cultural base that can come from a goodliberel its education 
hwteher or not it is designed to make better employment possible. Life is fuller and 
richer with this to draw upon. This is something we do not readily see when we are young, 
impatient, at loose ends and often feeling the reshing of hot blood. 

One :of the few advantages of accumulating years is the aocumulatioan of experiences 
on which one can draw. One of the disadvantages is that it often is not possible to communi- 
cate the meaning of these experiences to those who are younger. I do hope those two very 
releisine young women can give their futures dispassionate and deep consideration ae this 

time when, ehetne-r or not they can, now recognize it, they are determining and controlling 
much of what their futures can be. I wish them all of and only the best, 

ea T  ao all of you, Excuse the haste and typos. 


